HOTEL LIST & TRAVEL INFORMATION FOR PARTICIPANTS IN:

The 66th International Congress of Phenomenology

Milan, Via Carlo Bo 1, October 27-28-29, 2022
(held in a blended mode)

TOPIC: Eco-Imagination for a Sustainable Future

September 18, 2022:

We would like to provide you with some practical information concerning your stay. It is possible to reach Milan either by plane or by train. The city is served by three main airports (Milan Malpensa, Milan Linate, Milan Bergamo), which are well connected to the city center either by buses (all three) or by train (Milan Malpensa).

Linate is the closest one (approximately 25 Minutes from the city center), while the others are 45 minutes away. Instead, for those travelling by train the main stations are Milan Centrale (M2, M3) and Milan Porta Garibaldi (M2, M5).

The conference's venue will be at IULM University Milan (Via Carlo Bo 1, 20143). The closest metro station is "Romolo-IULM" on the Green Line or M2 (2 minutes by foot).

The accommodation offer in Milan is very broad: from hotels and hostels to Airbnbs, depending on your budget. Nevertheless, we would like to offer you a list of accommodation options, some of which are affiliated with our University. If you interested in the latter please contact them directly for booking specifying your attendance at the Conference (Eco-Imagination) in order to take advantage of the discount rate.

1) Hotel Milano Navigli
2) Easy Milano - Rooms and Apartment
3) Plus Welcome Milano
4) Sant' Ambroeus
5) B&B Sant' Agostino
6) B&B Milano La Spezia (Affiliated structure)
7) Best Western Plus Hotel Galles (Affiliated structure. When booking, mention the code: UNIIULM).

If you have any doubt, do not hesitate to contact us at this email address <ecoimagination.congress@gmail.com>. The organizing team (Giulia Andreini and Florjer Gjepali) will be glad to provide you with all the required information concerning the conference.

Looking forward to meeting you all soon.

Warm regards,

The organizing committee

Giulia Andreini, Florjer Gjepali

<ecoimagination.congress@gmail.com>